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Supporting the transition from
primary to secondary school
Lift Off is an activity-based programme that
develops soft skills and builds self-esteem to
help learners make a successful transition from
primary to secondary school.
This flexible programme for learners aged
10–12 can be delivered in primary and secondary schools. It is supported by a range of
high-quality teaching and learning resources.
Lift Off will help learners to manage their
own learning, recognise their strengths and
the characteristics they need to develop, and
prepare for their future.

Backed by research
Lift Off has been created by ASDAN as a result
of a research project and pilot scheme in association with The Progression Trust and funded
by the Paul Hamlyn Foundation.
You can read more about the findings of the
research project and pilot scheme in the Lift
Off summary report and the full external
project evaluation by Tiller Research Ltd on the
ASDAN website: www.asdan.org.uk/lift-off

life

“One of the things
that’s really good about
this programme is
introducing the students
to language about skills
and attributes. This
helps them identify the
skills and attributes
they have, and the
qualities they need to
succeed in life.”
Emma Gilbert, Head of Core Studies,
Sawtry Village Academy, part of Cambridge
Meridian Academies Trust (CMAT), Cambridgeshire

Learn more  www.asdan.org.uk/lift-off

Course structure
Lift Off consists of activities designed to develop learners’ skills in
18 key characteristics that will aid their progression

Modules and characteristics
Lift Off contains three modules; each module contains six characteristics:

Awareness

Aspiration

Attainment

Strengths

Self-worth

Planning

Possibilities

Self-efficacy

Communication

Challenges

Self-control

Self-improvement

Routes

Purpose

Application

Information

Resilience

Collaboration

Support

Determination

Problem Solving

Activities and challenges
The tutor resource pack contains guidance for tutors, alongside teaching and learning resources.
For each characteristic, session plans and resources are provided for:
• Starter: a 20-minute activity to introduce the characteristic
• Challenges 01 and 02: 40-minute activities to allow learners to develop the characteristic
• Challenge 03: a 40-minute activity to develop deeper understanding of the characteristic star NEW

Measuring progress

star NEW

The Progression Awareness Tool contains resources to measure and evaluate learners'
progress through questioning and personal reflection. It can support the delivery of Lift
Off by:
• identifying specific cohort or individual needs
• supporting learners to reflect on their own characteristics
• providing evidence of the impact of Lift Off
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Delivery models
Lift Off in Years 6 and 7: broad support for transition
Choose activities

Start in Year 6

My primary school
 My school is called...

Use the primary to
secondary student book to
explore student's feelings
about transition and the
move to secondary school

Use the full resource pack
and select activities across
modules to develop a wide
range of characteristics

 Picture or photo of building

 My class is called...

 Adults I work with...

 My favourite subjects...

 How I get to and from school...

 Picture or photo of what I
wear or our school logo

Awareness: Strengths
Challenge 01
 Lunchtimes at my school
include...
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 Session time

40 minutes

 Aim

To find out whether peers and parents/carers see the same
strengths in the learner as the learner picked out in the starter
activity.

 Resources

• One piece of paper per learner, to fold into a zigzag with the
name of the learner already entered at the top
• Awareness: Strengths parent/carer feedback sheet

 Learning context/s

Class

 Curriculum areas

English, PSHE, Careers

 Task

07/03/2018 10:42

 Time allocated

1

Look back at the self-evaluation sheets from the starter activity.
Learners write one sentence for two of their strengths using the
stem “I think I am... because…”.

2

Ask the learners to silently look at the others in the class and
think about the strengths that each person has, the things that
they value about each individual. Explain that in a moment
they will be asked to write down one personal strength and the
 Session time
reason that they think that for each person, so they need to be
ready. Stress that this is only about strengths.
 Aim

6 minutes

3

Give out the named sheets of paper, make
sure that learners
20
• minutes
Aspiration: Self-control challenge 02 scenario cards
 Resources
start with the name of a person that is not sitting near them and
• Aspiration: Self-control challenge 02 worksheet
explain they don’t write on the paper that has their own name
on! Learners complete their input, then
fold
up the paper
and
Small group and class
Learning
context/s
pass it on.
PSHE, Citizenship
 Curriculum areas
 Supervise the passing on to make it go smoothly.

Aspiration: Self-control
Challenge 02 5 minutes
40 minutes
To experience demonstrating self-control in different scenarios.

4

Once each sheet has been completed,
collect
Taskthem in and give 7 minutes
them to the person whose name is on the top – give time for
silent reading and consideration.
1
Remember some times when self-control is needed. Get into
groups of three or four, give each group two scenario cards and
Give out parent/carer feedback sheets as homework
allocate and
them an area2ofminutes
the room.
explain how and by when these should be completed.
2
Groups enact each scenario twice – once where the characters do not manage their emotions and once where they show
self-control.
Teachers might want to check what has been written on the papers of particularly vulnerable
3
Ask each group to perform one of the scenarios where they
learners before returning them. If the class is large or time is short you might stop the activity
show self-control.
when each piece of paper has 10 comments.
4
Use the worksheet to show what has been
learnt. time
 Session

 Time allocated
3 minutes

5

My secondary school

Start in Year 7

 My school is called...

17 minutes
Attainment: Application
Challenge 01

 Ideas

 Picture or photo of building
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 My tutor group is called...

Use the secondary student
book to reflect on student's
feelings about transition and
their new secondary school

16 minutes

minutes
440
minutes

To review the things you have learnt this week and identify how
 Aim
and when you might use or build on that knowledge and those
skills in the future.
The worksheet could be given for homework if time in class is limited. Some of the scenarios
could be recorded for use next year or to illustrate
good behaviour for other• learners.
Attainment: Application challenge 01 worksheet
 Resources

 Ideas

LiftOff_tutorresource_Mar18_DRAFT.indd 31
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 My tutor is called...

 My favourite subjects...

• Attainment: Application challenge 01 job cards
• In secondary school the teacher will need information from colleagues about what the class has covered this week

 Learning context/s

Class, discussion and independent

 Curriculum areas

PSHE, Careers

 Task

 Time allocated

1

Ask learners to say what they have learnt in different subjects
this week and make a note on the board – don’t put the subject
headings but keep the subject comments together. Learners will
focus on knowledge so specifically ask them about skills and
attributes or qualities.

15 minutes

2

Individually learners complete the worksheet linking the knowledge, skills and attributes they have acquired or developed
this week to occasions they have already used it or times they
expect to use it.

13 minutes

3

Randomly pair up learners and give each a job card at random.

12 minutes

Ask them
these
Lift Off Tutor Resource | Section 2: Challenges | © ASDAN April
2018 to interview each other using
Page
58 questions:

 How I get to and from school...

• With your current life plans, which bit of this week’s learning
will be most valuable?
• If you wanted to be a... (career from job card)
would you
16/03/2018 10:25
choose a different bit of learning?

 Picture or photo of school logo
LiftOff_tutorresource_Mar18_DRAFT.indd 58

 Ideas
This challenge works best on a Friday so that learners have a full week to reflect on.
In a primary setting, learners could have access to all their work and so could reflect on a
longer period of time such as a half term.

 Lunchtimes at my school
include...

Page 6
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Lift Off in Year 7: targeted full-year programme
Baseline assessment

Focus on a key module

Reassess

Use the Progression
Awareness Tool to assess
learners' strengths and
weaknesses

Use the module student
book and resource pack for
your chosen module

Use the Progression
Awareness Tool to evaluate
learners' progress and
identify areas for further
development

Complete further
modules
Red questions

Lift Off
Progression
awareness tool

Use the module student
book and resource pack for
your chosen module(s)

Awareness: Strengths
Challenge 01

Please tick  how much of the time you think each statement is true of you.
Only choose one box for each question.
1 I know what my strengths are…
None of
the time

A little of
the time

Some of
the time

A lot of
the time

Most of
the time

All of
the time

A lot of
the time

Most of
the time

All of
the time

A lot of
the time

Most of
the time

All of
the time

A lot of
the time

Most of
the time

All of
the time

2 I know how to use my strengths to do positive things…

Tutor guidance

None of
the time

A little of
the time

Some of
the time

3 I like finding out about new things I could do…
None of
the time

A little of
the time

Some of
the time

 Session time

40 minutes

 Aim

To find out whether peers and parents/carers see the same
strengths in the learner as the learner picked out in the starter
activity.

 Resources

• One piece of paper per learner, to fold into a zigzag with the
name of the learner already entered at the top
• Awareness: Strengths parent/carer feedback sheet

 Learning context/s

Class

 Curriculum areas

English, PSHE, Careers

 Task

 Time allocated

1

Look back at the self-evaluation sheets from the starter activity.
Learners write one sentence for two of their strengths using the
stem “I think I am... because…”.

6 minutes

2

Ask the learners to silently look at the others in the class and
think about the strengths that each person has, the things that
they value about each individual. Explain that in a moment
they will be asked to write down one personal strength and the
reason that they think that for each person, so they need to be
ready. Stress that this is only about strengths.

5 minutes

3

Give out the named sheets of paper, make sure that learners
start with the name of a person that is not sitting near them and
explain they don’t write on the paper that has their own name
on! Learners complete their input, then fold up the paper and
pass it on.

20 minutes

4 I understand the challenges I face…
None of
the time

A little of
the time

Some of
the time

5 I know where to find the information I need to achieve what is important to me…
LiftOff_PAT_tutorguidance.indd 1

None of
the time

A16/07/2019
little of08:20
the time

Some of
the time

A lot of
the time

Most of
the time

All of
the time

6 I know what help I need and where to find it…
None of
the time

A little of
the time

Some of
the time

A lot of
the time

Lift Off Progression Awareness Tool | Questionnaire

Most of
the time

All of
the time
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 Supervise the passing on to make it go smoothly.
4

Once each sheet has been completed, collect them in and give
them to the person whose name is on the top – give time for
silent reading and consideration.

7 minutes

5

Give out parent/carer feedback sheets as homework and
explain how and by when these should be completed.

2 minutes

Tutor guidance

 Ideas
Teachers might want to check what has been written on the papers of particularly vulnerable
learners before returning them. If the class is large or time is short you might stop the activity
when each piece of paper has 10 comments.

Lift Off Tutor Resource | Section 2: Challenges | © ASDAN April 2018
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Curriculum materials and resources
Lift Off is supported by a range of high-quality
teaching and learning resources.

Tutor resource pack star UPDATED
Centres should purchase tutor resource pack
materials, containing session plans for each
characteristic, supporting resources and guidance for tutors.
• Module resource packs are available for
centres working on a particular module.
• A full resource pack is available for centres
working across all three modules.
Purchase of this resource includes access to
electronic copies of materials.

Progression Awareness Tool star NEW
The Progression Awareness Tool has been
developed to support the delivery of Lift Off.
It can be used to identify specific cohort or
individual needs, support self-reflection and
provide evidence of the impact of Lift Off.
The pack comprises a guidance booklet for
tutors, along with 30 copies of the following
learner resources:
• Questionnaire
• Reflection questions
• Reflection worksheet
• Review worksheet
Purchase of this resource includes access to
electronic copies of learner materials.

Student books star UPDATED
Each learner will require their own copy of a
Lift Off student book, featuring templates to
record their progress and reflect on their experiences.
• Separate student books are available for
each of the three modules, to support learners working on a particular module.
• Two student books are available for learners
working across all three modules – one for
use in primary and secondary settings and
one for secondary only.

Packs of stickers
These stickers can be used at the discretion of
tutors to show when a learner has developed a
particular characteristic. These can be used on
learners’ work or given as rewards.

Certificates
These internally-awarded certificates can be
used to reward learners' achievements. Certificates are available to purchase in packs of 30
and awarded at the discretion of the tutor.

Aspiration: Self-control
Challenge 02
 Session time

40 minutes

 Aim

To experience demonstrating self-control in different scenarios.

 Resources

• Aspiration: Self-control challenge 02 scenario cards
• Aspiration: Self-control challenge 02 worksheet

 Learning context/s

Small group and class

 Curriculum areas

PSHE, Citizenship

Aspiration: Self-control
Challenge 02 worksheet
Name:

My characteristics
Awareness

Date:

Strengths

How can self-control make situations better?
Give three examples with an explanation:

 Task

 Time allocated

1

Remember some times when self-control is needed. Get into
groups of three or four, give each group two scenario cards and
allocate them an area of the room.

3 minutes

2

Groups enact each scenario twice – once where the characters do not manage their emotions and once where they show
self-control.

17 minutes

3

Ask each group to perform one of the scenarios where they
show self-control.

16 minutes

4

Use the worksheet to show what has been learnt.

4 minutes

What went well:

1

What I could improve next time:

2

3

Possibilities

 Ideas

What went well:

The worksheet could be given for homework if time in class is limited. Some of the scenarios
could be recorded for use next year or to illustrate good behaviour for other learners.

Design a self-control card to remind you of different ways you can control your
reactions:
What I could improve next time:

Challenges
What went well:

What I could improve next time:
Lift Off Tutor Resource | Section 2: Challenges | © ASDAN April 2018
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Extract from the tutor resource pack, showing
session plans and teaching resources for the
Aspiration module

LiftOff_studentbook_year6-7.indd 10
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Extract from the primary to secondary student book,
showing the characteristics record pages for the
Awareness module.
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